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Abstract: Many countries in the Caribbean, 
long invested in traditional tourism in which 
sand, sea and sun are the major attractions, are 
exploring ecotourism as a development strategy. 
The successful pursuit of ecotourism will be en-
hanced if the logic of extraction of this natural 
resource is appropriately understood so that per-
tinent policy and institutions can be devised to 
ensure ecological and therefore economic sus-
tainability. In an effort to contribute to the im-
plementation of appropriate policy this paper 
examines the limitations imposed by the struc-
ture of the global tourist industry and analyzes 
the conditions in some Caribbean countries that 
might allow for the successful pursuit of an ecot-
ourism strategy. The paper works on the theo-
retical hunch that tourism, as traditionally man-
aged, suffers from the same sorts of constraints 
of other export-led development strategies: sig-
nificant damage to the natural environment; 
substantial income leakages through expatriation 
of profits; limited forward and backward linkages 
and high vulnerability to global economic 
changes. What is the likelihood that ecotourism 
can define an alternative logic that can sustain 
local economies and environments? Recent 
planning efforts in some islands have conceptu-
alized the new form of tourism as "community-
based heritage tourism" to reflect a focus on sus-
tainable rural development. What are the pros-
pects for such a locally oriented model in the face 
of global economic constraints?  This paper ar-
gues that certain factors such the small geogra-
phy of the territories; type of tenure under which 
resources are held; the formal and informal insti-
tutions under which they are managed; the na-
ture of the extraction of the resources and the 
potential beneficiaries (domestic and global) de-
fine the arena for potential success. 
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Introduction 
 
The global tourist industry is valued at 
somewhere between USD$3 to $3.5 trillion 
and considered to be second only to perhaps 
the oil industry. Many developing countries, 
have been, and are, disappointed with past 
attempts to capture some of that value in 
tourism and convert it into meaningful de-
velopment. The advent of ecotourism and 
the parallel decline in dominant agricultural 
sectors have encouraged struggling econo-
mies to pursue ecotourism strategies that 
promise to reverse that trend. Ecotourism 
has emerged as a new hope, which, with 
appropriate planning, and with significant 
grassroots participation, is expected to over-
come past pitfalls. But what is the likelihood 
that ecotourism can deliver what it prom-
ises? To what extent does the structure of 
the global tourist industry, within which 
ecotourism is considered to be a niche mar-
ket, affect the potential of domestic econo-
mies to capture the benefits that ecotourism 
promises? To be successful the logic of ex-
traction of the natural resources associated 
with ecotourism which involve the ecologi-
cal as well as socioeconomic environment, 
must be appropriately understood so that 
pertinent policy and institutions can be de-
vised to ensure ecological and therefore 
economic sustainability. 
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The Caribbean territories are faced with 
some of the same basic economic problems 
which plague other developing countries. 
How do countries, in this case small island 
states, which rely on the export of a few ag-
ricultural and mineral products as the main 
income earning activity, generate growth 
and development in a global economy in 
which, on the one hand, free trade is advo-
cated and on the other, developed countries 
form protectionist economic associations 
which impose quotas and other trade barri-
ers to restrict Caribbean imports? The search 
for new exports to capture niche markets is 
a constant challenge. The ability of export-
led models and policies of market liberaliza-
tion to encourage development in the Car-
ibbean region, however, are questionable 
(Deere et al. 1990). The successful applica-
tion of these models generally relies on in-
jections of foreign capital lured by cheap 
labor, duty free zones and tax holidays. 
Traditional tourism very much fits in this 
model. There is substantial leakage of the 
income generated, and little opportunity for 
states to accrue resources for investment in 
domestic projects such as infrastructural 
development, education and other services. 
The employment generated tends to be for 
low-paying, unskilled jobs with limited 
multiplier effects in the economy. Yet few 
alternatives seemed available until the ad-
vent of ecotourism. 

 
The definition of ecotourism as a concept or 
as a development strategy is far from estab-
lished.  It is sometimes simply equated to 
"nature tourism" or tourism targeted at 
travelers who seek to see or experience na-
ture. In some of the literature ecotourism is 
understood to be tourist visits to protected 
areas or parks which allows for a unique 
experience and simultaneously generates 
income which, in part or whole, finances the 
preservation and/or conservation of these 
areas. Essentially ecotourism in such cases 
provides economic justification for conser-
vation that might not otherwise be protected 
(Boo, 1990). Although ecotourism is subject 
to multiple definitions, it is typically con-
trasted to traditional tourism. Its attraction 
is derived essentially from the ecological 

and economic sustainability it is supposed 
to embody. In theory, the method of access-
ing the products offered can be designed to 
be simultaneously of low ecological impact 
and financially viable. Utilizing policies that 
range from controlling the method of con-
sumption to the intensity of consumption, it 
is argued that ecological integrity and eco-
nomic viability can be sustained. Actual ex-
perience suggests that the ideal is more of-
ten than not compromised in the process of 
implementation - investment and sustain-
ability strategies are often at odds. 
 
Even as the island territories are about to 
embark on their ecotourism agendas, how-
ever, the long admired Costa Rican model is 
facing some serious challenges. Costa Rica's 
success with ecotourism was defined by an 
extensive system of conservation parks sup-
ported by significant external funding and, 
critically, a healthy economy.  International 
economic instability and the corresponding 
slump in the marketability of Costa Rican 
exports have translated into increasing fi-
nancial difficulty for economic develop-
ment. The sustainability of the parks have 
been jeopardized as earnings from that sec-
tor are moved to social and infrastructural 
programs rather than reinvestment into con-
servation programs. A recent World Bank 
Report consequently lamented Costa Rica's 
failure to reinvest in the park system and its 
apparent "lack of political will" to pass laws 
to discourage deforestation outside of the 
parks (National Public Radio 'Morning Edi-
tion', 1997). 
 
Is it only lack of such will or are there 
deeper global and local constraints that con-
tinue to undermine any meaningful attempt 
to successfully configure an extractive ex-
port-led development strategy? Could it be 
that the investment and trade mechanisms 
which dictate the conditions under which 
developing countries are integrated into the 
global economy continue to restrict the po-
tential for developing countries to define 
alternative paths to development? And if 
this is the case, what kinds of domestic 
and/or international circumstances, if any, 
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may allow constrained states to overcome 
some of these limitations? 
 
To be successful, ecotourism conceptualized 
as an economic strategy cannot exist or be 
managed as an enclave economy divorced 
from the wider economy. States in the de-
veloping world ultimately have a social re-
sponsibility to all their citizens. In the final 
analysis, the successful pursuit of this strat-
egy will be defined in part by two criteria: 
first, if lessons can be learned from the defi-
ciencies associated with comparable export-
led strategies, and the errors committed 
avoided, and second, if the logic of extrac-
tion of this natural resource is appropriately 
understood so that pertinent policy and in-
stitutions can be devised to ensure ecologi-
cal, social and economic sustainability. De-
veloping countries caught in a global eco-
nomic system in which they are increasingly 
less able to define their domestic develop-
ment agendas (Mittelman, 1997) will be 
forced to find innovative strategies for eco-
nomic and ecological survival.  
 
From that perspective, the island territories 
of the Caribbean region such as St. Lucia 
present a unique set of conditions to explore 
some innovative paths. Indeed, the fact that 
islands cannot hope to compete in the arena 
of biodiversity with territories such as Costa 
Rica means they must continue to rely on 
the traditional attractions. They are chal-
lenged to reconceptualize a more intimate 
relationship between rural communities that 
have too often been by-passed by the tradi-
tional tourism enclave economy.  
 
The recent establishment of the St. Lucia 
Heritage Tourism Programme is distin-
guished by its emphasis on sustainable rural 
development. This reconceptualization of 
tourism within the context of the particular 
colonial history of the region and current 
pattern of integration into the global econ-
omy raise some interesting issues about 
how the specific socioeconomic conditions 
of territories may provide opportunities to 
define successful alternative development 
agendas.  
 

Essentially, this paper argues that the small 
size of the island states, their social capital 
significantly defined by their history with 
communal property resources and the asso-
ciated informal institutions that manage 
them, and attraction as tourist destinations, 
delineate the grounds for making the theo-
retical argument for a carefully planned 
community-based ecotourism agenda that 
mitigates some of the negative aspects of 
export-led development models. The very 
nature of the product of ecotourism and its 
method of extraction coupled with the so-
cioeconomic conditions under which this 
extraction is to take place define the arena 
for potential success. Indeed, if according to 
Brandon (1996),  the success of an ecotour-
ism strategy essentially depends on the 
planning process prior to ecotourism initia-
tives and the management controls and in-
volvement of stakeholders once they begin 
there is cause to be hopeful that some Car-
ibbean states, among them St. Lucia, have 
some critical attributes that may facilitate 
success. 
 
In this paper I briefly describe the nature of 
the global tourist trade and how it has 
shaped traditional tourism in the Caribbean. 
I then define ecotourism and attempt to de-
lineate, in broad terms, how the theoretical 
conceptualization of this form of tourism 
may be contrasted to traditional tourism so 
that the objectives of ecological and eco-
nomic sustainability assume critical signifi-
cance in the formulation of development 
objectives. This is followed by a theoretical 
discussion of how ecotourism could be 
managed if it is to avoid the pitfalls associ-
ated with previous export-led strategies. 
Within that context the objectives of current 
efforts to pursue rural development through 
heritage tourism will be briefly examined.  
An argument is made that the very nature of 
the product of "ecotourism" and current 
communal patterns of ownership of primary 
resources may be conducive to the defini-
tion of a different logic that is more appro-
priate to ecological sustainability and eco-
nomic development.  
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The Caribbean and the Global 
Tourist Industry 

 
The global tourist industry upon which 
ecotourism relies significantly for infrastruc-
ture and marketing is commonly considered 
to be the second biggest in the world. 
Largely controlled by multilateral corpora-
tions, the key sectors are airlines, tour op-
erators and hoteliers.  In many cases these 
sectors are vertically integrated under own-
ership of one corporation. The international 
hotel business is dominated by U.S. multi-
nationals that account for 13 of the top 20 
operators (Nicholson-Lord, 1997). 
  
In most of the Caribbean region traditional 
tourism typically ranks among the top three 
industries in generating foreign exchange 
and although the Caribbean's share of num-
ber of tourists is less than two percent, it 
ranked ninth in the world on the basis of its 
tourism receipts in 1990 (Patrullo, 1996). Yet 
in some states as much as 80 percent of 
nominal inflows of foreign currency flow 
out again to the accounts of the tour opera-
tors, airlines and travel agents (Nicholson-
Lord, 1997).  It is widely accepted that al-
though tourism does generate some em-
ployment and foreign exchange, its success 
as a development strategy has remained 
elusive. Employment is largely restricted to 
seasonal, low-skilled jobs; there are substan-
tial leakages of income out of the countries 
through extended tax holidays and free re-
patriation of profits offered as incentives to 
external investors and through the estab-
lishment of all-inclusive hotels in which va-
cation packages which cover travel, lodging 
and food are pre-paid to travel agencies that 
are externally located. Linkages with the 
agricultural sector through the provision of 
food for the industry have never material-
ized.  
 
From one set of perspectives, the logic of 
ecotourism as a development strategy is 
very much like that of other non-traditional 
export-led strategies. Ecotourism may be 
conceptualized as an extractive industry 
with an export product. In some ways this 

product is like a primary agricultural prod-
uct in the sense that there is little processing 
or value added and the product is highly 
vulnerable to global economic fluctuation.  
 
However, there are obvious and significant 
differences in terms of identifying the prod-
uct and its mode of extraction, determining 
sustainable levels of extraction and config-
uring the institutions and avenues through 
which benefits from the sector will be dis-
tributed. The product removed is not tangi-
ble, but over time and depending on the 
intensity of extraction, there is an obvious 
(visual and physical) depreciation or deple-
tion of the resource directly linked to the 
movement of consumers who return to their 
places of origin. Consumers, predominantly 
in first world countries, select the products 
from the shelves of travel agencies. They 
then travel to the product site and infra-
structure such as airports, harbors, lodg-
ing/hotels and access routes must be in 
place to facilitate extraction. This infrastruc-
ture requires heavy capital investment and 
it is not always the case that the income 
generated actually covers this cost or makes 
its way back into the economy to fuel devel-
opment (Deere et al., 1990). 
  
The path of least resistance of attracting in-
vestment with excessive incentives and ex-
pecting linkages and multiplier effects to 
translate into growth and development can-
not be repeated under ecotourism. Indeed, 
successful implementation of ecotourism 
entails in large part, efforts to correct the 
damage and leakages occurring under tradi-
tional tourism and to chart out an environ-
mentally sustainable and economically co-
herent path to development. The critical 
question which must be asked, however, is: 
was the traditional strategy just a policy 
failure, the inability to implement policy 
that would lead to different outcomes or 
was it a problem in political economy in 
which planners were limited by internal and 
external interest groups seeking to take ad-
vantage of a profit making venture? Theo-
retically the obstacles lie in the latter expla-
nation. The tourism industry is highly com-
petitive in the Caribbean and in order to 
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attract investment, planners often compro-
mise appropriate development policy. In-
ternational investors essentially negotiate 
for extended tax holidays, prime beach front 
locations and the supply of a list of infra-
structural needs by threatening to move to 
competing islands with similar tourism po-
tential and just as anxious for the invest-
ment.  
 
What evidence is there that the structural 
space, appropriate institutions and re-
sources for planning, research, monitoring 
and marketing for this new effort in ecot-
ourism exist, or can be created, when they 
have proven to be so elusive under tradi-
tional tourism? Under such circumstances 
the challenge is to identify some form of 
ecotourism which can provide some wiggle 
room to overcome the pitfalls. It may well 
be that such flexibility will come from vari-
ous combinations of particular circum-
stances, for example: territories small 
enough that monitoring is effective; domes-
tic planners skilled in identifying investors 
committed to socially responsible ecotour-
ism; internal investors allied to traditional 
tourism but who can be persuaded not to 
undermine the ecotourism project and 
communities already knowledgeable in the 
use of communal institutions to regulate 
resource use. 
 
 
The Ecotourism Agenda 
 
The Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism 
as: 

 “the purposeful travel to natural areas 
to understand the culture and natural 
history of the environment, taking care 
not to alter the integrity of the ecosys-
tem, producing economic opportunities 
that make the conservation of natural 
resources beneficial to local people” 
(Ecotourism Society, 1991).  

 
For countries considering ecotourism as part 
of a development strategy the primary ob-
jectives are, understandably, somewhat dif-
ferent. According to the general manager of 
the National Development Council in Do-

minica referring to that island, "Our percep-
tion is that the Nature Island of the Carib-
bean (Dominica) is not a national park in 
which we live. It has got to provide for the 
people to enjoy a quality of life. Tourism has 
got to be a tool for development” (Patrullo, 
1996: 126). Similarly, following a seminar in 
1998, CANARI, the Regional Agency for 
Tourism (Martinique) and the Ajoupa Bouil-
lon Office of Tourism developed a definition 
for ecotourism that emphasizes economic 
improvement of communities as much as 
secure and appropriate management of 
natural and cultural resources (Geoghegan, 
1997: 4). 
  
As an ideal concept in a development strat-
egy, ecotourism essentially derives its at-
traction from a combination of the gains to 
be made from marketing a product that ex-
ists in its natural state in specific geographic 
locations and the potential to make such 
trade ecologically, economically and socially 
sustainable. As a distinct form of tourism, 
ecotourism is being considered in St. Lucia 
as the new path to follow in revitalizing and 
in stimulating a growth spurt within rural 
communities, but not necessarily replacing, 
the traditional tourist sector. 
 
 The opportunity to experience a different 
culture is also typically described as ecot-
ourism. Here the argument is made that in 
addition to generating income, residents are 
encouraged to preserve their culture in a 
rapidly changing global environment that 
erodes local traditions. Of course, some 
critical and disturbing questions about the 
nature and impact of commodification of 
native cultures have also been raised, but 
these discussions are outside of the scope of 
this paper. Worthy of note in these defini-
tions is the fact that the attraction of the ex-
perience of nature and culture and an op-
portunity to generate foreign exchange or 
income are prominent.  
 
In a review of key issues in ecotourism, 
Brandon (1996: i), concludes that, “despite 
tremendous differences in size and man-
agement of protected areas, cultures, types 
of ecotourism enterprises and government 
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involvement, in most cases, ecotourism and 
nature-based tourism have not lived up to 
expectations."  How can the new strategy be 
made more viable and sustainable and what 
are the mechanics, policy and institutional 
arrangements that will lead to these targets? 
The peculiar characteristics of some states 
may allow them some space to overcome 
the overwhelming odds and achieve signifi-
cant successes. 

 
 

Theoretical Considerations 
 

This optimism for the potential of the Car-
ibbean region to succeed with an ecotourism 
agenda is founded on a number of contin-
gencies, socio-historical, political and geo-
graphical. Admittedly, these may not be 
replicable elsewhere, but nonetheless they 
point to the peculiar circumstances that can 
allow for flexibility and opportunity for 
these territories to capture some of the bene-
fits of the booming global tourist trade in 
spite of structural constraints they face. This 
section attempts to delineate how these con-
tingencies may define the potential for suc-
cess.  
 
The major concerns in establishing a suc-
cessful ecotourism strategy are anchored 
around two sets of issues: first, balancing 
income generation and maintaining the eco-
logical sustainability of the natural re-
sources and, second, the responsibility for 
management/caretaking of natural re-
sources and corresponding distribution of 
the income generated.  Successful ecotour-
ism projects are critically dependent on the 
type of management controls adopted and 
the involvement of stakeholders in defining 
resource use and benefits distribution 
(Brandon, 1996; Magno unpub., 1997). Ecot-
ourism is expected to stimulate economic 
improvement at the local level and eventu-
ally at the national level. In discussions of 
the creation or maintenance of protected 
areas it is generally accepted that the indi-
viduals or communities of people whose 
livelihoods are linked to these areas, or will 
be adversely affected, should be incorpo-
rated into the ecotourism projects at levels 

of either management or benefactors, or 
both, through employment related activities 
or as recipients of lump sums of income 
(Boo, 1990). 
 
Several arguments can be made why com-
munity orientation may prove to be more 
effective, efficient and equitable than, for 
example, a state-directed approach in which 
communities may lose sight of the need to 
accept responsibility for regulating use. 
Ecotourism involves trade in a non-tangible 
product. Unlike other export products, it is 
logically difficult to associate supply or pro-
duction of individuals, in any concrete or 
measurable way. This means that innovative 
ways must be developed for assigning work 
effort and distributing gains. Granted, indi-
viduals may engage in different levels of 
service (tour guides etc.), or may access in-
come through subsidiary activity such as 
provision of lodging or selling of crafts, but 
additional institutional mechanisms are re-
quired to link individual beneficiary out-
comes to an interest in the conservation or 
sustainable ecological maintenance of the 
resources. An effective instrument needs to 
be developed to create stake-holders and 
caretakers out of beneficiaries. Community 
institutions such as care-taking services on a 
rotating basis, or by selected community 
employees and producer fees to be invested 
in community projects (for example infra-
structure) may be more effective at encour-
aging responsible and sustainable develop-
ment than an alternative system in which 
the responsibility associated with income 
gain is not obvious. 
 
The involvement of local communities in 
resource management and access to income 
generated is emerging as pivotal in achiev-
ing the primary goals of ecological sustain-
ability of the resources involved and some 
form of democratic distribution of benefits 
at the local level. Failing that kind of in-
volvement it is likely that interests external 
to the communities, national or global, may 
step in and bypass the needs of the local 
economy. But not all communities are ap-
propriately equipped with the institutional 
infrastructure to manage the resources 
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and/or distribute the benefits or have the 
appropriate background knowledge to de-
fine their meaningful participation as stake-
holders. In such cases the expectation is that 
some form of intervention either from gov-
ernments or non-governmental organiza-
tions could supply the regulatory infrastruc-
ture or facilitate a process that will eventu-
ally encourage the creation of such institu-
tions. The conceptual framework and prac-
tical recommendations developed by 
CANARI (1997) and the recent establish-
ment of St. Lucia Heritage Tourism Pro-
gramme to facilitate collaboration between 
the government, the communities and pri-
vate sector bode well for future institutional 
infrastructure building. Both of these efforts 
emphasize the participatory involvement of 
communities; equitable access to established 
channels for marketing and promotion; in-
frastructural support in the form of credit 
facilities; and other incentives such as tax 
holidays commonly used to lure large-scale 
foreign investment but which have tradi-
tionally not been available to local commu-
nities. 
  
But perhaps as promising for local ecotour-
ism success is the prior existence of common 
property resource regimes in which the in-
stitutional arrangements for inducing self-
governing cooperative strategies among 
community members are already estab-
lished. A major opportunity provided by the 
tourism or ecotourism product is that as a 
collective good it creates room for public 
participation in management, and as such 
transfers the advantages of a high premium 
product with local content to communities. 
Common property resource regimes can 
overcome many of the usual pitfalls associ-
ated with all collective goods.  The institu-
tions under which they operate are founded 
on rules and conventions which are rou-
tinely activated to overcome collective ac-
tion problems, particularly the incentive for 
individual "free-riding" - the irresponsible 
exploitation of resources by individuals be-
cause they do not bear the costs (Olson, 
1965).   
 

In Caribbean societies with the legacy of 
plantation production, the existence of the 
communal land variant, often referred to as 
family land, is unlike more traditional forms 
of communal land tenure in other develop-
ing regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa and 
Latin America, which evolved prior to con-
tact with capitalist forms of production. The 
evolution of communal land among small 
farmers in the Caribbean was within a con-
text of contestation following slave emanci-
pation as newly freed African laborers at-
tempted to become landed (Dujon, 1995). 
 
Caribbean communal land evolved within 
the context of market forms of production 
and an export-led plantation growth model 
with essential linkages to an international 
economy (Dujon, 1997). Nonetheless it op-
erates like other common property re-
sources in that there is a clearly identified 
membership and there are rules to regulate 
the use of resources through the establish-
ment of institutions which have endured in 
a long term basis. There are clearly defined 
rights and social obligations. Rule breakers 
are sanctioned through the installation of 
effective monitoring and information sys-
tems. In addition, aside from the existence 
of sanctions a major part of the reason why 
people cooperate is the presence of social 
capital which consists of social resources 
embodied in norms of trust, reciprocity and 
mutual aid (Dujon, 1997; Magno, 1997). 
 
Doubts about the continued economic rele-
vance of family land and common property 
resource regimes in at least one Caribbean 
territory, St. Lucia, which is currently con-
sidering ecotourism, were thwarted in the 
late 1980s when landowners, the majority 
small, opted not to convert to private tenure 
during a USAID sponsored land registration 
program (Dujon, 1995). To the contrary, in-
vestigation of the unexpected outcome re-
vealed that the communal land institution 
continues to be vibrant and is critical to the 
agricultural sector both in social and eco-
nomic terms (Dujon, 1995; 1997).  
 
The affirmation of institutional mechanisms 
for collective control of natural resources, 
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invites the speculation that such mecha-
nisms might be effectively incorpo-
rated/transferred into community based 
ecotourism strategies. Although current ex-
perience with collective control has been 
within groups linked by kinship, the exis-
tence of relevant frameworks and models 
for wider community application across 
such lines is cause to be optimistic. The criti-
cal research question is, of course, what is 
the likelihood that this approach might be 
successfully applied across kinship lines. 
Field research scheduled for the near future 
will provide some interesting insights to 
answer this question.  
 
What other local conditions might enhance 
success? Smallness of scale has been ac-
knowledged as a significant factor in facili-
tating collective action. Smaller groups are 
better able to monitor behavior of members, 
in the process increasing cooperative behav-
ior (Taylor, 1982). If this is the case small 
Caribbean communities certainly are at an 
advantage. The relatively small geographic 
size of the islands and the fact that all major 
natural resource sites - beaches, coastal 
zones and watershed tropical rain forests - 
as well as historic sites, are publicly owned, 
are conducive to the design of a system of 
controlled extraction, monitoring and in-
come distribution, in which communities of 
individuals are stake-holders and assume 
the responsibility of gatekeepers in product 
delivery and conservation. Communities 
themselves can assume responsibility for 
developing appropriate institutions and 
mechanisms for distributing gains. 
 
In addition to the issues of sustainable man-
agement of resources and distribution of 
gains at the local level, massive income 
leakages that have usually resulted from 
inadequate linkages to the local economy, 
expatriation of profits and marketing con-
trolled by multinational corporations under 
traditional tourism are a major concern. The 
agricultural sector which has for decades 
focused on the export of cash crops must be 
redirected in part to supply food crops to 
the tourist sector. Indeed the rapid decline 
of the agricultural sectors of some states, 

particularly the banana producing states 
(Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Grenada), 
may stimulate this redirection of produc-
tion. 
  
With greater participation and control by 
local stakeholders in maintaining and deliv-
ering the ecotourism product (currently es-
sentially open access public areas or pro-
tected areas under government manage-
ment), the expectation is that local commu-
nities will be able to capture a greater share 
of a high premium product and in the proc-
ess staunch some of the income leakage.  
 
As currently conceptualized in smaller Car-
ibbean territories, ecotourism is being ex-
plored not as a replacement to traditional 
mass-based tourism but as a complement to 
it -  an attempt to take advantage of a grow-
ing niche in the wider global industry or in 
more technical terms: to diversify the port-
folio of tourism activities (Brandon, 1996). 
To that effect, the excursions into nature by 
tourists would be in the form of "add-ons" - 
individuals who have already decided to 
visit a country for various reasons and are 
now motivated to visit natural sites or to 
partake in indigenous culture. Such small 
scale attempts at ecotourism have the ad-
vantage of not incurring any additional 
overhead in terms of marketing, thereby 
creating new potential for income leakage 
and at the same time have the potential to 
redefine how people in small communities 
can be integrated into a larger pre-existing 
tourist economy. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 
This paper suggests that developing states 
in search of avenues for economic survival 
in this current global economy may have to 
look to the particular sets of conditions that 
allow their economies some potential to de-
fine paths to success. Caribbean territories 
like St. Lucia seem to be endowed with cer-
tain assets in the form of small geographic 
size, well established common property re-
source institutions and natural resources 
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which are ideally matched with the logic of 
extraction of the ecotourism product. 
 
 Ecotourism presents a challenge and oppor-
tunity to redefine the logic of traditional 
tourism, and in so doing capture the gains 
that have so far eluded it. This new concep-
tualization of tourism which incorporates 
sustainability and community participation 
as central elements, is conducive to an alter-
native theoretical framework of develop-
ment in which the focus is on development 
from below rather than a trickle down per-
spective. In the Caribbean where sun, sea 
and sand (all nature products) have been 
the major tourist attractions and continue to 
be, the conceptual difference between tradi-
tional tourism and ecotourism is essentially 
one of product differentiation. In territories 
with established traditional tourist sectors 
and looking for a way out of the persistent 
problems, certain conditions might make it 
possible to recycle parts of the traditional 
structure into new communally managed 
sectors that integrate communities into the 
wider industry in ways that are more eco-
nomically meaningful to them, and which 
allow for effective conservation of resources, 
natural and cultural. 
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